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1. Introduction

Controlled thermonuclear fusion energy, a sort of clean and 
infinite energy source, is believed to be able to thoroughly 
solve the energy crisis mankind faces. The international ther-
monuclear experimental reactor (ITER) is an international 
project for developing a fusion device of self-sustaining com-
bustion and demonstrating the scientific and technological 
feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes [1]. In the 

fusion device, extended burn of deuterium–tritium (D–T) 
plasma will be conducted. High-energy neutrons (up to  
14 MeV), D, T and helium (He) ions which escape from the 
D–T plasma cause the degradation of the mechanical prop-
erties and structural strength of the plasma-facing materials 
(PFMs). Tungsten (W), a high-Z material, has been chosen 
to be the PFM in ITER [1] due to its excellent properties of 
high melting point, good thermal conductivity, excellent high-
temperature strength and low sputtering rate. However, in the 
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Abstract
Bubbles seriously degrade the mechanical properties of tungsten and thus threaten the safety 
of nuclear fusion devices, however, the underlying atomic mechanism of bubble growth 
from clustered hydrogen and helium atoms is still mysterious. In this work, first-principles 
calculations are therefore carried out to assess the stability of tungsten atoms around both 
hydrogen and helium clusters. We find that the closest vacancy-formation energies of 
interstitial hydrogen and helium clusters are substantially decreased. The first-nearest and 
second-nearest vacancy-formation energies close to vacancy–hydrogen clusters decrease 
in a step-like way to  ∼0, while those close to vacancy–helium clusters are reduced almost 
linearly to  ∼−5.46 eV when atom number reaches 10. The vacancy-formation energies 
closest to helium clusters are more significantly reduced than those nearest to hydrogen 
clusters, whatever the clusters are embedded at interstitial sites or vacancies. The reduction of 
vacancy-formation energies results in instability and thus emission of tungsten atoms close to 
interstitial helium and vacancy–helium clusters, which illustrates the experimental results, that 
the tungsten atoms can be emitted from the vicinity of vacancy–helium clusters. In addition, 
the emission of unstable tungsten atoms close to hydrogen clusters may become possible 
once they are disturbed by the environment. The emission of tungsten atoms facilitates the 
growth and evolution of hydrogen and helium clusters and ultimately the bubble formation. 
The results also explain the bubble formation even if no displacement damage is produced in 
tungsten exposed to low-energy hydrogen and helium plasma.
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fusion device, irradiation of high fluxes of D, T and He ions 
and neutrons can also lead to displacement damage, bubble 
and fuzz formation [2–5]. It is generally agreed that bubbles 
are not desirable because such features degrade the mechan-
ical properties of tungsten by presenting areas of high strain 
fields and easy initiation of failure by embrittlement or stress 
corrosion cracking. Therefore, it is essential to understand the 
underlying reasons for bubble formation, which associates 
with the interactions of H and He with vacancy-type defects 
in tungsten.

It is widely realized that H and He atoms are energetically 
favorable to cluster in vacancies [6–9]. The clustering of H 
and He atoms in vacancies, in turn, influences the vacancy 
evolution. Fukai et al found that H can stabilize and increase 
the concentration of a vacancy [10–12]. In many experi-
ments, it is found that even if there is no vacancy produced 
in tungsten exposed to low-energy D ions, there is bubble 
formation in the material. For example, many experiments 
showed that D plasmas with energy of tens of eV definitely 
produce bubbles in tungsten [13–17]. Ogorodnikova et al pro-
posed that several D atoms trapped in a monovacancy could 
cause the displacement of neighboring lattice atoms due to 
stress-induced atomic diffusion, creating a divacancy and 
thus initiating bubble growth [18]. Similarly, low-energy He 
ion irradiation can also result in bubble formation and subse-
quent degradation of the mechanical properties of tungsten. 
Experimental results have shown that bubbles are formed in 
W as long as the incident He ion energy is above 5 eV [19]. 
By performing molecular dynamics simulations, Henriksson 
et al suggested W atoms can be displaced nearby a Hen cluster 
towards the surface [20, 21]. In our previous work [22], it was 
found that the emission of tungsten atoms close to vacancy–
helium clusters, VacHen, is possible once n is beyond 9, 
which agrees well with the experimental results that the emis-
sion of tungsten atoms close to VacHen becoming Vac2Hen 
happens when n is about 10 [23]. With the same method we 
found that the emission of tungsten atoms around VacHn 
clusters seems difficult without being influenced by other 
conditions. Our previous work mainly focused on the influ-
ence of dissolution energy on the emission of tungsten atoms 
around hydrogen and helium clusters at interstitial sites and 
vacancies. However, the vacancy- formation energy, namely 
tungsten-atom stability, also affects the tungsten atom emis-
sion around H and He clusters, and little attention has been 
paid to the stability of tungsten atoms nearby the two kinds 
of clusters yet.

In this paper, we perform systematical first-principles 
calculations to access the stability of tungsten atoms around 
VacmHn and VacmHen clusters. The aim is to evaluate the 
reasons controlling the emission of the tungsten atoms 
around VacmHen clusters, and compare the stability of tung-
sten atoms around VacmHn and VacmHen clusters. We find 
that vacancy-formation energies closest to both VacmHn and 
VacmHen clusters are significantly reduced. The vacancy- 
formation energies closest to VacmHen clusters are fairly 
more reduced than that nearest to VacmHn clusters. The 
underlying reasons for the reduction of vacancy-formation 
energy are analyzed.

2. Computational method

The calculations in this paper are done within density func-
tional theory as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package (VASP) with the projector-augmented wave 
potential method [24, 25]. The generalized gradient approx-
imation and the Perdew–Wang functional are used to describe 
the electronic exchange and correlation effect [26]. The super-
cells composed of 4 4 4× ×  and 5 5 5× ×  lattice points are 
used. The free optimizations of atomic position, and super-
cell shape and size are performed. The plane-wave cutoff and 
k-point density, obtained using the Monkhorst–Pack method 
[27], are both checked for convergence for each system to 
be within 0.001 eV per atom. A plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV 
and a k-point grid density of 3 3 3× ×  are employed in all the 
calcul ations. The structural optimization is truncated when the 
forces converge to less than 0.01 eV Å

1−
. The 4 4 4× ×  super-

cell is used in all the calculations unless otherwise specified. 
The defect-formation energies are computed by the following 
formula:

E E nE mE ,nW mX W X
f tot

,= − − (1)

where X indicates H or He, EnW mX
tot

,  is the total energy of the 
system with n W atoms and m X atoms, EW is the energy per 
atom of pure crystal W, and EX is one half of the energy of a 
H2 molecule or the energy of an isolated He atom. The half 
energy of a H2 molecule is calculated to be  −3.40 eV, which 
agrees well with the value from Liu et  al [6]. The binding 
energies of interstitial X atoms clusters are determined for dif-
ferent configurations, which is expressed by:

E X nE X E X n E p1 ,n nb tot tet tot tot( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= − − − (2)

where E Xntot( ) is the energy of the W system containing Xn 
clusters, E Xtot tet( ) is the total energy of the W system with an 
X atom situated at a tetrahedral interstitial site in tungsten, 
and E ptot( ) is the total energy of pure crystal W. In such a 
scheme, a positive binding energy indicates attractive inter-
action while a negative value means a repulsive interaction. 
When the number of X atoms is increased from n  −  1 to n in a 
vacancy, the binding energy is defined as:

E X E X E X

E X E p

Vac Vac

Vac ,

n n

n

b tot 1 tot tet

tot tot

= +

− −

−( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
 

(3)

where n is the number of X atoms and E XVac ntot( ) is the total 
energy of the system with n X atoms in a vacancy, E Xtot tet( ) 
is the total energy of the W system with a tetrahedral intersti-
tial defect. A negative value of E XVac nb( ) indicates taking an 
interstitial X atom and adding it to a vacancy that already con-
tains (n  −  1) X atoms which is energetically favorable, with 
E XVac nb( )| | being the energy gained in that process. Here, we 
specially calculate the vacancy-formation energies close to 

XVacm n clusters using the following equation:

E E X E E XVac Vac Vac ,m n
W

m nf tot tot 1( ) ( ) ( )= − − + (4)

where E XVacm ntot( ) is the total energy of the system con-
taining VacmXn clusters. The binding energy of a vacancy 
cluster in the presence of X is calculated by:

Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 016006
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= +

− − + −

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

E X mE nE X

E X m n E p

Vac Vac

Vac 1 .

m n

m n

b tot tot tet

tot tot
 

(5)

In order to determine the migration properties of VacHn 
and VacHen clusters in tungsten between different minima, the 
nudged elastic band method is employed.

3. Results

3.1. The stability of tungsten atoms close to interstitial  
hydrogen and helium clusters

We firstly study the stability of H and He atoms at intersti-
tial sites in tungsten. The results suggest that both H and He 
prefer to occupy a tetrahedral interstitial site (TIS) rather than 
an octahedral interstitial site (OIS). The energy differences of 
H and He at an OIS and a TIS are 0.39 eV and 0.21 eV, respec-
tively. These results are in good agreement with the reported 
data [28, 29]. The H–H binding energy is negative, and the 
binding energy approaches zero when the distance is larger 
than 2.0 Å. The binding energy of the interstitial He–He pair 
is 1.07 eV when the two He atoms are separated by 1.5 Å. 
This indicates that the formation of interstitial He clusters is 
energetically favorable. The binding energies of interstitial  
H and He clusters are then calculated and presented in table 1, 
where the available references are also summarized. From 
the table, it is noted that the binding energies of H2 and He2 
agree well with the reported data [30, 31]. The binding ener-
gies of He3, He4 and He5 clusters are generally larger than the 
values obtained by Becquart et  al [31]. This may originate 
from the fact that our calculated close-packed monolayer He 
interstitial cluster is more stable [22]. From the table, one can 
also see that the interstitial H cluster presents weak repulsive 
interaction.

Once the interstitial H and He clusters in perfect tungsten 
are formed, the presence of clusters will inevitably induce local 
stress, which may affect the stability of tungsten atoms close 
to the clusters. Thus, the effects of interstitial H and He clus-
ters on the vacancy formation have been studied. The forma-
tion energy of a vacancy in the vicinity of H clusters can be 
approximated by the equation (4), and the values close to inter-
stitial H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 and H6 clusters are calculated to be 
1.99 eV, 0.83 eV, −0.27 eV, −1.34 eV, −2.14 eV and  −2.98 eV, 
respectively. Thus, the vacancy-formation energies are reduced 
and H clusters are able to affect the stability of tungsten atoms 
close to the clusters. However, the emission of tungsten atoms 
from the vicinity of interstitial H clusters is difficult without 
being disturbed by other conditions according to our work 
[22]. The presence of interstitial He clusters in tungsten will 
have even greater influence on the stability of tungsten atoms 
close to the clusters. The vacancy- formation energy close to a 
single interstitial He atom is reduced to  −1.36 eV. When the 
He atoms are increased in the interstitial cluster, the nearby 
vacancy- formation energies are further decreased. A He6 
cluster can decrease the vacancy-formation energy to  −7.25 eV. 
The stability of tungsten atoms close to He clusters are signifi-
cantly decreased due to the remarkable reduction of vacancy-
formation energy, and thus the emission of the tungsten atoms 
becomes possible. This may be the reason why tungsten atoms 
can be emitted from the vicinity of interstitial He clusters when 
the He atom number in the cluster is beyond 5, as found in our 
previous work [22]. Once the tungsten atoms are emitted, the 
He atoms in the cluster will move spontaneously to the vacancy 
produced nearby.

3.2. The stability of tungsten atoms around VacHn  
and VacHen clusters

H and He can diffuse with barriers as small as 0.2 eV [32] and 
0.06 eV [31, 32] in perfect W, respectively. Thus, H and He 
can migrate quickly until they are tightly trapped by a vacancy, 
forming VacHn and VacHen clusters, respectively. The binding 
energy of VacHn cluster decreases with the increase of the H 
atom number. The calculated binding energies show that one 
vacancy is able to trap up to 12 H atoms. The additional H atoms 
are repulsive to VacH12 clusters. The ground-state configura-
tions for VacHn clusters obtained here are very similar to the 
results by Ohsawa et al [33]. He atoms in the VacHen clusters are 
more energetically favorable to segregation at the center of the 
vacancy. The systems containing VacHen clusters expand and 
distort more and more strongly when He atoms are increased. 
With the continuous increase of He atoms, the 15th and 16th He 
atoms indeed move out of the vacancy. Thus, one vacancy can 
trap 14 He atoms at most and the additional He atoms prefer 
to cluster around the VacHe14 cluster. The binding energy of 
VacHen clusters shows that He atoms are more strongly trapped 
in a monovacancy compared with H atoms, and the binding 
energy decreases from  ∼4.6 eV to  ∼3 eV and then fluctuates 
around 2.7 eV even if the He atom number n reaches 16.

The presence of VacHn and VacHen clusters in tungsten 
inevitably induces local distortion and stress. As shown in 

Table 1. The vacancy-formation energy Ef(Vac) (in eV) of the  
W atom that has multiple neighboring interstitial X (X  =  H or He) 
atoms is calculated.

Xn Eb(Xn) Eb
Ref (Xn) Ef (Vac)

H1 — — 1.99
H2 0.00 0.02a 0.83
H3 −0.01 — −0.27
H4 −0.06 — −1.34
H5 −0.11 — −2.14
H6 −0.12 — −2.98
He1 — — −1.36
He2 1.07 1.03b −3.41
He3 2.55 2.39b −5.07
He4 4.44 3.90b −6.59
He5 6.50 5.54b −6.87
He6 8.85 — −7.25

a Liu et al [30]
b Becquart et al [31].
Note: Meanwhile, the binding energy Eb(in eV) of these X atoms is also 
calculated using equation (2).
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figure  1, the formation volume of the system containing a 
VacHn cluster increases exponentially with the number of  
H atoms in the cluster. When H atoms add up to 12, the forma-
tion volume reaches 2.5 Å3. In contrast, the formation volume 
of the system containing a VacHen cluster is always larger 
than that of VacHn. The formation volume difference of the 
two systems containing VacHen and VacHn clusters increases 
with n. The increased formation volume indicates significant 
expansion and increased stress around VacHen and VacHn 
clusters which, in turn, affects the stability of the tungsten 
atoms around the two kinds of clusters.

In order to access the stability of tungsten atoms around 
VacHn and VacHen clusters, we systematically calculate the 
vacancy-formation energies around the two clusters using 
equation  (4). The first-nearest-neighbor (1NN), second-
nearest-neighbor (2NN) and third-nearest-neighbor (3NN) 
tungsten atoms around a VacHn or VacHen cluster are schemat-
ically shown in figure 2. The 1NN, 2NN and 3NN vacancy-
formation energies around a pre-existing vacancy are 3.16 eV, 
3.52 eV and 3.22 eV, respectively. The 1NN, 2NN and 3NN 
vacancy-formation energies around the VacHn and VacHen 
clusters as a function of the number of H or He atom n are dis-
played in figure 3. Initially, the 1NN, 2NN and 3NN vacancy-
formation energies of the VacHn cluster are very close to that 
of the pre-existing vacancy. This is because the number of  
H atoms in the clusters is very small, and it is not sufficient to 
influence the vacancy-formation energies close to the VacHn 

cluster. When the number of H atoms is increased from 1 to 5, 
the 1NN and 2NN vacancy-formation energies of the VacHn 
cluster are slowly reduced in a step-like way. When H atoms 
add up to 10, the 1NN and 2NN vacancy-formation energies 
are significantly decreased to 0. Compared to the remarkable 
reduction of the 1NN and 2NN vacancy-formation energies, 
the 3NN vacancy-formation energy decreases very weakly. 
The 3NN vacancy-formation energy is only reduced by 
0.5 eV even if the number of H atoms reaches 10. Moreover, 
the 1NN vacancy-formation energy is relatively small com-
pared to the 2NN vacancy-formation energy. In the case of 
a VacHen cluster, the 3NN vacancy-formation energies close 
to a VacHen cluster are not included due to the computational 
cost. The 1NN and 2NN vacancy-formation energies of the 
VacHe1 cluster are nearly not reduced. Then, the 1NN and 
2NN vacancy-formation energies close to the VacHen cluster 
decrease sharply (and almost linearly) until He atoms trapped 
inside the vacancy add up to 10. It is found that both 1NN 
and 2NN vacancy-formation energies are lower than 0 when 
the He atom number is more than 4. As the He atoms in the 
VacHen cluster increase, the 1NN and 2NN vacancy- formation 
energies are further decreased. The 1NN vacancy-formation 
energies close to the VacHe10 cluster are  −5.46 eV, which may 
result in the emission of tungsten atoms from the vicinity of 
the VacHen cluster when n is more than 9 [22]. The stability 
of 1NN and 2NN tungsten atoms close to the VacHen cluster 
are more substantially reduced compared with those close to 
VacHn.

The clustering of vacancies in the presence of H and He 
atoms in tungsten is calculated using equation  (5), and the 
results are presented in figure 4. Up to three vacancies and six 
H and He atoms are considered. A 128-atom supercell may 
be not large enough to avoid the interaction of clusters with 
its mirror image in the periodic supercell. Then, a 250-atom 
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Figure 1. The formation volumes of the systems containing VacHn 
and VacHen clusters.

Figure 2. The schematic structure of 1NN, 2NN and 3NN tungsten 
atoms nearby a VacHn or VacHen cluster. The balls labeled ‘1’, ‘2’ 
and ‘3’ represent 1NN, 2NN and 3NN tungsten atoms, respectively, 
and the unlabeled balls are other 1NN tungsten atoms. The ball 
labeled ‘V’ represents a VacHn or VacHen cluster.
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Figure 3. The 1NN, 2NN and 3NN vacancy-formation energies 
close to VacHn and VacHen clusters as a function of the trapped H or 
He atoms. Lines are guides to the eyes.
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supercell is used to calculate the binding energies of H and 
He with one vacancy, and we find that the binding energies 
of VacHn and VacHen clusters in a 250-atom system agree 
well with those in a 128-atom system. Thus, the calcul ations 
in a 250-atom system are performed to access the clustering 
of vacancies in the presence of H and He atoms. Most of 
previous available empirical and semi-empirical potential 
calcul ations predicted that two vacancies attract each other in 
different configurations [34–39], except the results obtained 
by Mundim et al [40]. Our ab initio calculations in 128-atom 
and 250-atom supercells show that two vacancies repel each 
other, which agrees well with the results by Becquart et  al 
and Oda et al [41, 42]. Our calculations show that the binding 
energies of three vacancies in a 250-atom supercell also show 
a repulsive interaction and the binding energy is  ∼−0.34 eV. 
In contrast, the interactions of two and three vacancies become 
attractive in the presence of H and He. The binding energy of 
Vac2H calculated here is 2.09 eV, which agrees with the value 
of 1.8 eV obtained by Kato et al [43]. The slight difference 
originates from the relatively large supercell used here. The 
binding energies of Vac2Hn and Vac3Hn clusters increase with 
the increase of the H atom number in the vacancy clusters, and 
reach 6.42 eV and 7.24 eV, respectively. The effect of He in 
promoting the binding of vacancies is much more significant, 
and the binding energies of Vac2He6 and Vac3He6 clusters 
reach 23.86 eV and 27.46 eV, respectively. Thus, the presence 
of H and He atoms can promote the clustering of vacancies in 
tungsten remarkably.

3.3. The factors controlling the stability of tungsten atoms 
around VacHn and VacHen clusters

As discussed in section 3.2, the presence of VacHn and VacHen 
clusters in tungsten inevitably induces local expansion and 
stress, which can induce new vacancy formation around the 
clusters. The concrete relationship between the formation vol-
umes of VacHn and VacHen clusters and the vacancy-formation 
energies close to the clusters is shown in figure 5. Generally, 
the 1NN and 2NN vacancy-formation energies close to both 

VacHn and VacHen clusters decrease as the cluster formation 
volume increases. The increase of formation volume indicates 
an increase of stress around the clusters. The presence of a 
vacancy close to the clusters can release the stress. The greater 
stress produced around the VacHn and VacHen clusters will be 
released by a new vacancy. Thus, the interactions of a vacancy 
with VacHn and VacHen clusters are attractive.

On the other hand, the increase of the formation volume 
of VacHn and VacHen induces the changes of bond length 
around the clusters. As shown in figure 6(a), both the averaged 
bond lengths of the 1NN and 2NN W–W bonds around VacHn 
clusters increase when n is increased from 1 to 10. The bond 
length of the 1NN W–W bond is increased by 0.03 Å, and 
similarly the length is increased for the 2NN W–W bond. The 
bond lengths of the 1NN and 2NN W–W bonds around VacHen 
clusters also increase with the number of He atoms. The W–W 
bond lengths close to VacHen are more significantly increased 
(figure 6(b)). The increased W–W bond length weakens the 
W–W interactions, causing the reduction of the 1NN and 2NN 
vacancy-formation energies.

The weakened W–W interactions can also be reflected in 
the electron density depletion across 1NN, 2NN and 3NN 
tungsten atoms around VacHn and VacHen clusters. Here, 
VacH6 and VacHe6 clusters are taken as examples. The elec-
tron densities of (1 1 0) planes across 1NN, 2NN and 3NN 
tungsten atoms around the vacancy, VacH10 and VacHe6 are 
shown in figures 7(a)–(c), respectively. The 1NN, 2NN, and 
3NN tungsten atoms are denoted by An, Bn and Cn (n  =  1,2). 
The charge map is continuous between 1NN, 2NN, and 3NN 
tungsten atoms for the situation of a vacancy. However, 
figure 7(b) shows that the segregation of 10 H atoms in the 
single vacancy directly results in the disappearance of the dark 
gray region between A1 and B1 W atoms, and between A2 and 
B2 W atoms. Meanwhile, the dark gray region between A1 
and B2 W atoms also shrinks. However, the dark gray region 
between A1 and C1 (C2) is nearly unaffected compared with 
that in figure 7(a). The dark gray regions between A1 (A2) and 
B1 (B2) are more significantly reduced in figure 7(c), while 
the dark gray regions between A1 and C1 (C2) are slightly 
affected. The reduction of dark region indicates the depletion 
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supercells.
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of electron density, which weakens the bonding of W with its 
closest W atom. All these factors contribute to the instability 
of the 1NN and 2NN tungsten atoms around the VacHn and 
VacHen clusters.

Moreover, the charge analysis is conducted around the 
VacHn and VacHen clusters. Bader’s theory of atoms is often 
useful for charge analysis [44]. The charge enclosed within 
the Bader volume is a good approximation to the total elec-
tronic charge of an atom. The averaged charge on the H and 
He atoms in the VacHn and VacHen clusters, and the charge on 
the 1NN, 2NN and 3NN tungsten atoms around the clusters 
are shown in figure 8. The positive value suggests charge gain 
while a negative result means charge depletion. The Bader’s 
charge analysis (figure 8(a)) shows the charge on the 1NN 
and 2NN tungsten atoms around the VacHn cluster has moved 
away. As the H atoms in the VacHn cluster increase, the charge 
is further transferred, and the charge on the 1NN and 2NN 
tungsten atoms is  −0.45 e and  −0.26 e when n reaches 10. In 
contrast, the charge on the 3NN tungsten atoms is almost unaf-
fected. As shown in figure 8(b), the averaged charge gain on 
the H atoms in the VacHn cluster keeps at about 0.6 e. So the 
charge on the surrounding tungsten atoms move to the VacHn 
cluster. This may be the reason why the W–W bond is weak-
ened, and the H atoms in the cluster repel each other due to the 
Coulomb interactions. As for the VacHen cluster, the charge 
on the 1NN, 2NN and 3NN tungsten atoms around the VacHen 
cluster is slightly affected, and the averaged charge on the He 
atoms is only 0.12 e (see figures 8(c) and (d)). Therefore, the 
instability of the tungsten atoms around the VacHen cluster 
may not originate from the charge reduction on each tungsten 
atom. The significantly increased W–W bond length weakens 
the W–W bond and the local stress may be the main reason 
for the instability of the tungsten atoms around the VacHen 
clusters.

3.4. The diffusion of VacHn and VacHen clusters

The mobilities of H, He, vacancies, and H and He-containing 
vacancy clusters have a big influence on the microstructural 
evolution of tungsten in a fusion environment. The diffu-
sion of H and He in perfect tungsten and through a vacancy 
has been widely studied in previous works [32, 45–47]. It is 
found H and He can diffuse with barriers as low as  ∼0.20 eV 
[47] and 0.06 eV [32] in tungsten, respectively. The pres-
ence of a vacancy usually impedes the diffusion of H and He 
in tungsten. The escaping barriers of H (∼1.39 eV) and He 
(∼4.61 eV) from a vacancy approximate the binding energies 
of H and He with a vacancy plus the barriers of H and He in 
perfect tungsten, respectively. However, a monovacancy can 
move with a barrier of 1.78 eV along the (1 1 1) direction in 
tungsten [42]. In the presence of H and He, the mobility of 
the vacancy becomes complicated. Here, we take the diffu-
sion of a VacH cluster as an example, and the obtained results 
are shown in figure 9. For the VacH cluster, the H atom occu-
pies an octahedral site close to the vacancy center, i.e. the 
first structure in the inset of figure 9. When the VacH cluster 
migrates along the (1 1 1) direction, the vacancy diffuses to the 
first-nearest-neighbor lattice site and the H atom moves to the 

octahedral site close to the new site of the vacancy, and the dif-
fusion barrier of the VacH cluster reaches up to 2.56 eV. Only 
H is associated with the following diffusion, and the H atom 
moves away from the vacancy to the tetrahedral interstitial site 
with an energy barrier of 0.89 eV. Then, H continually diffuses 
away from the vacancy, and the barrier gradually decreases 
to 0.35 eV and then approaches that of H in perfect tungsten. 
These diffusion paths constitute all the migration processes of 
a VacH cluster. Generally, the presence of H somewhat slows 
down the migration of the vacancy in tungsten. As for a VacHe 
cluster, the situation will be more complicated as He atoms 
prefer the vacancy center. The VacHe cluster may move due to 
the way that He atom firstly jumps out to the interstitial site, 
and the vacancy moves to the closest lattice site, and finally 
the He atom diffuses to the vacancy in the new site at last. We 
tried this way, however, and no saddle point was found. Thus, 
the diffusion of the VacHen cluster needs to be systemically 
investigated.

4. Discussion

During the lifetime, the PFMs will be subject to high-flux, 
low-energy, and steady-state hydrogen isotopes and helium 
plasma bombardment. Additionally, H and He atoms are also 
transmuted due to high-energy neutron irradiation. The inter-
play of H and He atoms with an irradiation-induced defect-like 
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vacancy has big influence on the microstructure evolution of 
tungsten, for example, leading to H and He bubble formation. 
Bubbles are unfavorable since they cause the degradation of 
tungsten. Many experiments have been performed to investi-
gate the phenomena of H and He bubble formation. However, 
the underlying atomic mechanism controlling the formation 
of bubbles from the behaviors of H and He atoms is still dif-
ficult to access directly by experiment. Simulation is a good 
supplement to the experimental study of H and He bubbles 
at the atomic scale. By performing ab initio and molecular 
dynamics simulations, it has been widely recognized that 
a vacancy can act as a trapping center for both H and He 
atoms in tungsten [6–9, 22, 32, 48]. It has been found that 
a monovacancy is able to accommodate up to 12 H atoms 
and 14 He atoms. The present binding energies and configu-
rations of vacancy–hydrogen and vacancy–helium clusters 
obtained agree well with the ab initio results by Ohsawa et al 
[8], Heinola et  al [9], and Becquart et  al [41]. Our results 
regarding the vacancy–hydrogen binding energies also agree 

with the values estimated from experimental measurements 
with an 1 1 1In probe [49]. The formation of vacancy–hydrogen 
and vacancy–helium clusters could act as a nucleation point 
of H and He bubbles. However, the gap between vacancy–
hydrogen (helium) clusters and bubbles is still not bridged.

The accumulation of multiple H and He atoms at inter-
stitial sites and vacancies induces local expansion of the 
lattice. The formation volumes of VacH10 and VacHe10 
clusters reach 2.5 Å3 and 4.04 Å3, respectively. The stress 
induced by the clusters may cause the mutation of VacHn 
and VacHen, and the clusters grow until the formation of 
bubbles occurs. Many experiments have tried to understand 
the underlying atomic mechanism for the mutation of VacHn 
and VacHen clusters in tungsten. Abd El Keriem et al found 
that the growth of a vacancy happens when the vacancy 
is filled to an occupation of about 10 He atoms with the  
1 1 1In probe [23]. Our calculated results agree very well 
with the experimental results [23]. In our previous simula-
tion work [22], the emission of surrounding tungsten atoms 
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of Vac0Hen (Hen) and Vac1Hen (VacHen) clusters is also 
found to be possible once n is beyond 5 and 9, respectively. 
However, we find that emission of tungsten atoms from 
VacmHn clusters is relatively difficult. How the stress effect 
around VacHn and VacHen clusters works on the mutation 
of the clusters still needs to be ascertained. This is because 
H and He clusters situated at interstitial sites and vacancies 
induce local dist ortion and stress, and the appearance of a 
vacancy can release the stress, and make the system more 
stable. Therefore, the vacancy-formation energies close to 
VacmHn and VacmHen clusters are calculated. According  
to our results, above, the 1NN and 2NN vacancies close to 
both VacHn and VacHen clusters are significantly reduced. 
The vacancy-formation energies close to VacmHen clusters 
are much more significantly reduced compared with those 
close to VacmHn clusters. Thus, the stability of the tungsten 
atoms around the VacmHen clusters is more substantially 
reduced. This may be the reason why the emission of tung-
sten atoms from the vicinity of VacmHen clusters is possible, 
while the emission of tungsten atoms from VacmHn clusters 
is difficult [22]. We also calculate the vacancy-formation 
energies close to VacHen clusters at the (1 0 0) surface to 
understand the effect of the surface on the emission of tung-
sten atoms. Here, only the situation of the (1 0 0) surface and 
6 He atoms is considered to avoid too much computation 
cost. We used p(4  ×  4) surface and a k-point sampling of  
1 × ×1  1. Nineteen layers were used and the last four layers 
were fixed. We used a 20 Å -thick vacuum layer. The results 
obtained show that the vacancy-formation energy closest to 
VacHe6 is  −14.60 eV in the third layer of the surface. The 
stability of tungsten atoms close to VacHen in the surface is 
more markedly reduced compared with that in bulk. Similar 
results are found in the sixth and eighth layers. These results 
indicate that the mutation of VacHen is relatively easy near 
the surface. Thus, the interface also plays an important role 
in the microstructure evolution of tungsten, as discussed by 
Hu et al [50, 51]. When a new vacancy is produced close 
to VacmHen clusters, the vacancy will be tightly captured 
by the cluster since the presence of He could significantly 
promote the clustering of vacancies.

The decrease in stability just suggests that the emission 
of tungsten atoms becomes easy. It does not denote that the 
emission of tungsten atoms becomes spontaneous. Although 
the emission of tungsten atoms from the vicinity of VacmHn 
clusters is relatively difficult without any perturbation, the 
stability of tungsten atoms around the clusters is definitely 
decreased. In an experimental environment, the knock-on of 
other H (He) ions or perturbation may facilitate the emission 
of tungsten atoms from the vicinity of VacmHn and VacmHen 
clusters. This may result in vacancy formation even if no dis-
placement damage appears in tungsten under low-energy H 
and He ion irradiation. H and He segregate in these vacancies 
forming VacHn and VacHen clusters which probably become 
Vac2Hn and Vac2Hen clusters, respectively. The further calcul-
ations show that the vacancy-formation energies closest 
to Vac2H10 and Vac2He10 clusters are reduced to 1.87 eV 
and  −2.26 eV, respectively. Similarly, the vacancy-formation 
energies around the Vac3H10 and Vac3He10 are also signifi-
cantly reduced. The emission of surrounding tungsten atoms 
from VacmHn and VacmHen clusters results in the growth and 
evolution of vacancy clusters, and the presence of H and He 
atoms, in turn, promotes the tight binding of the vacancy clus-
ters. Then, the vacancy clusters continuously trap H and He 
atoms, which results in the ultimate formation of H and He 
bubbles, respectively. The emission of tungsten atoms from 
the vicinity of VacmHn and VacmHen clusters is probably the 
reasons why H and He bubbles with diameters of a few to 
hundreds of microns can form on a W surface even if the 
ion energy is so low that no displacement damage is created  
[13, 16, 52–55].

Additionally, it is reported that He will form bubbles 
at  ∼100 Å to the W surface, while H bubbles are found at 
micrometer depths [52–57]. The results can also be quali-
tatively explained by the present results. According to our 
calculations, the formation of interstitial H clusters are 
energetically unfavorable. H is favorable to segregation in a 
vacancy; however, the interaction between interstitial H atom 
with VacH12 clusters is also repulsive. In contrast, interaction 
of interstitial He atoms pairs are energetically preferable, and 
He atoms even form close-packed monolayer He interstitial 
clusters [22]. Meanwhile, there exists strongly attractive inter-
action of interstitial He atoms with vacancies and VacHe14 
clusters. Thus, low-energy He atoms can be easily attracted 
to the VacHen cluster or the other interstitial He atoms, which 
thereby impedes the migration of He atoms deeper into the 
tungsten bulk. In contrast, when low-energy H atoms diffuse 
into tungsten, H atoms may be bound by a vacancy or vacancy 
clusters. When the vacancy or vacancy clusters are filled,  
H atoms cannot bind to other interstitial H atoms, but diffuse 
deeper into the bulk.

5. Conclusions

Based on first-principles calculations, we have systemically 
investigated the stability of tungsten atoms around both 
hydrogen and helium clusters at interstitial sites and vacan-
cies. We find that the vacancy-formation energies closest to 

Figure 9. The diffusion barrier profile and paths of a VacH cluster 
in tungsten. The inset is the detailed configuration of H relative to 
the vacancy.
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interstitial hydrogen and helium clusters are significantly 
reduced, and the first-nearest and second-nearest-neighbor 
vacancy-formation energies close to vacancy–hydrogen 
and vacancy–helium clusters are remarkably decreased.  
The vacancy-formation energies close to helium clusters are 
significantly more reduced than those of nearby hydrogen 
clusters notwithstanding that the clusters are embedded at 
interstitial sites or vacancies. The reduced vacancy-formation 
energy suggests stability of tungsten atoms nearby clusters is 
more markedly lowered. These findings illustrate the exper-
imental results which explain why the emission of tungsten 
atoms from the vicinity of vacancy–helium clusters is pos-
sible. The emission of tungsten atoms from hydrogen clus-
ters is also possible once environment perturbation occurs. 
The emission of surrounding tungsten atoms from hydrogen 
and helium clusters results in the growth of vacancy clusters 
and H and He atoms, in turn, promote the tight binding of the 
vacancy clusters. The vacancy clusters continuously trap H 
and He atoms, resulting in the ultimate formation of bubbles. 
These results explain the bubble formation even if no displace-
ment is produced in tungsten exposed to low-energy hydrogen 
and helium ion irradiation. In addition, our results illustrate 
the different deposition depth of hydrogen and helium in tung-
sten even when the migration rate of helium is far larger than 
that of hydrogen.
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